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More and more people participate in the ever more volatile financial markets of today 
with the goal of ensuring a more secure financial future. Sadly most people who 
participate fail to make money in the markets as the system is set up for the majority 
of the beginner’s to fail. Most people fail because they either do not have a game plan 
or they succumb to making emotional, non logical decisions.  
 
To have a fighting chance in trading the financial markets, traders need a business 
plan which lay out specific rules for entries and exits, the plan will address market 
situation whether it goes up, down or sideways. Success of the trader depends on how 
disciplined he can be executing the plan faithfully every time. Failure is usually the 
result of the trader deviating from his plan.  
 
Deviation from the plan or impulse trading is the result of a trader’s emotionality 
interfering with calm logical trading decision and system execution. Market volatility 
is caused by the emotions of traders participating. To win in the markets the trader not 
only need to understand market psychology, he also need to guard against his natural 
human instinct to join the crowd mentality. As winning traders are the ones who can 
control their emotion and ego and practice discipline 
 
It is the goal of this thesis to lay out the general components of a trading business plan 
which any trader can build upon and construct a trading method which best suits his 
personality. There will be discussion on market psychology which is what causes 
markets to move, and finally there will be tips and what to watch out for in the trader 
psychology section, which will aide the trader achieve the goal of practicing 
discipline in adhering to his trading methodology. 
 
 
 
 


